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Monte Carlo Particle Lists : MCPL
Neutrons cradle to grave workshop, SINE2020 GA, Coimbra, Portugal, 2016-09-06
Thomas Kittelmann, ESS Detector Group
(thomas.kittelmann@esss.se)
MCPL developed with contributions from:
E. Klinkby (DTU), E. Knudsen (DTU), P. Willendrup (DTU, ESS),
K. Kanaki (ESS), X. X. Cai (ESS, DTU)
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● Many different applications in use 
at ESS for particle simulations.
● Desirable to be able to transfer
particles between applications.
● Or reuse within a single application.
● For detector simulations in Geant4, we are interested in grabbing post-
sample output of instrument simulations (usually McStas), and use those as 
a source.
● Or, grab background particles from MCNP or Geant4 simulations to study 
shielding and background issues.
Background / Motivation
Klinkby,
2014
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● Use SSW
● Not between
MCNPX & 6
How to store and transfer particles? By 2015 we had a 
jungle of custom solutions at ESS for just 3 apps...
NB: illustration here is surely incomplete...
● Used McStas MonitorND comp. => ASCII files
● Created custom C++ code to get into G4.
● Problems: MonitorND geometry, format non-constant, etc.
● Adapted Fortran code for SSW => ASCII.
● Created custom C++ code to get into G4.
● Problems: Not all particle types worked,
MCNP6 not supported, difficult work-flow.
Kanaki,
Kittelmann
Klinkby, Kittelmann
● Custom McStas+MCNP code
working one-way via SSW files.
Klinkby, Willendrup
● Custom McStas component?
● Reading SSW files in special
format Klinkby, Knudsen, Willendrup
● Saving particles for use
within G4@ESS: 
● ASCII, HDF5, GRIFF, ROOT
● Quick and dirty, non-portable,
or badly suited formats...
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Consider more apps : The jungle gets impossibly tangled...
h
Disclaimer: Non-exhaustive list of applications...
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The solution: A common interchange format.
MCPL: Monte Carlo Particle Lists
h
MCPL files
In red : already available now (Sep 2016).
Disclaimer: Non-exhaustive list of applications...
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● It is a simple file-format. Each file contains a list of particles.
● The format is flexible: can contain a lot of information if needed, 
or can contain only minimal information if small file-size is 
important.
● It is easy to make code dealing with MCPL, so it is easy to 
make plugins & converters for the various Monte Carlo 
frameworks. End-users will simply use those converters.
● MCPL files can contain meta-data. This makes it possible to tell 
what data is in a file, where it came from, how it should be 
interpreted.
● MCPL comes with tools, such as for inspecting contents.
What is MCPL?
MCPL : Monte Carlo Particle Lists
MCPL files
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Official website & code @ GitHub:
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/
Still
 nee
d to
 fini
sh i
nfo 
in a
 few
 sec
tion
s...
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Paper describing MCPL in detail about to be submitted
Dra
ft ve
rsio
n av
aila
ble
on M
CPL
 we
bsit
e
Lots
 of d
etai
ls!
Mor
e th
an m
ost 
end
-use
rs
will 
nee
d to
 kno
w or
 car
e ab
out 
:-)
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Browsing an MCPL file with the MCPL tool
Just run:   “mcpltool <name-of-MCPL-file>”
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Columns of particle data (1 row = 1 particle)
In this file: No userflags or polarisation
Browsing an MCPL file with the MCPL tool
Just run:   “mcpltool <name-of-MCPL-file>”
  11PDG codes:  2112 = neutron, 22 = gamma
More at http://pdg.lbl.gov/2015/reviews/rpp2015-rev-monte-carlo-numbering.pdf
Columns of particle data (1 row = 1 particle)
In this file: No userflags or polarisation
Browsing an MCPL file with the MCPL tool
Just run:   “mcpltool <name-of-MCPL-file>”
  12PDG codes:  2112 = neutron, 22 = gamma
More at http://pdg.lbl.gov/2015/reviews/rpp2015-rev-monte-carlo-numbering.pdf
Columns of particle data (1 row = 1 particle)
In this file: No userflags or polarisation
Custom meta-data
●This file is from ESS-DG Geant4
●Comments reminding us of setup
used to create file
●Binary “blobs” keep more complete
configuration details (here ESS-DG
geo/gen parameters, could be
McStas instrument file or MCNP
input deck).
Browsing an MCPL file with the MCPL tool
Just run:   “mcpltool <name-of-MCPL-file>”
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● Provided as C++ classes extending G4 interfaces, since that is the 
usual M.O. for working with Geant4.
– MCPL as input through custom G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction 
(G4MCPLGenerator).
– MCPL as output  through Custom sensitive detector 
(G4MCPLWriter) capturing particles entering selected volumes.
– Many possibilities for fine-tuning behaviour.
● Users of the ESS detector group Geant4-framework don’t need to 
deal with C++ classes, but can simply specify desired input/output 
behaviour with a few lines of python or at the command line.
Using MCPL with Geant4
More info on MCPL website
& in section 3.1 of writeup!
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● Provided as two dependency-free command-line applications written 
in portable C, for converting between MCNP Surface Source 
Read/Write files (aka SSW files aka WSSA files) and MCPL:
– mcpl2ssw and ssw2mcpl
● For instance run: ssw2mcpl <my-ssw-file> output.mcpl
● Easy to get access to one of those commands: Download a single file 
from the MCPL website and compile it into the executable.
● Supports MCNP5, MCNPX & MCNP6 (despite incompatible SSW 
formats).
Using MCPL with MCNP
More info on MCPL website
& in section 3.2 of writeup!
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● MCPL_output and MCPL_input components were already included upstream.
● For output, just add two lines in your instrument file at the appropriate position (for 
instance, right after the sample component):
COMPONENT mcplout = MCPL_output(filename="myfile")
AT(0,0,0) RELATIVE PREVIOUS
● This captures into myfile.mcpl.gz the full state of all neutrons as they leave the 
previous component (with coordinates relative to that component).
● Using particles in an MCPL files as a source in McStas is equally simple.
● Also works when running McStas with MPI.
● Example instruments using are included with McStas:
– mcstas-comps/examples/Test_MCPL_output.inst
– mcstas-comps/examples/Test_MCPL_input.inst
NOTE: The MCPL code is already part of McStas 2.3, but a few bugs were fixed late, so need to copy a fixed 
version of MCPL_output.comp  into your rundir. From McStas 2.4 and McXtrace 1.3, everything will work out 
of the box.
Using MCPL with McStas or McXtrace
More info on MCPL website
& in section 3.3 of writeup!
h
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C-code for reading MCPL file
Note: This is shown in case someone is wondering if they could implement 
converters for their own application. End-users should normally just activate pre-
written converters & plugins for their applications
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C-code for creating MCPL file
Note: This is again shown in case someone is wondering if they could implement 
converters for their own application...
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$> ess_mcplextra_browse myfile.mcpl.gz
In the ESS detector group, we have many extra MCPL
tools which we hope to make available externally as
well… Example shown here is a “browser”.
And impose filters, to study
subset of particles
Can also produce 2D plots
of variable correlations...
ESS DG framework reference:
Kittelmann, et al. CHEP 2013.
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/513/5/052022
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● Collaboration between ESS detector group (focus:Geant4), McStas 
developers & the ESS target group (focus:MCNP), have resulted in 
a new standard particle interchange format.
● It can be (and is) used for serious studies already now!
● We hope to be able to provide more MCPL tools in the future.
● Still a few loose ends to tidy up:
– Several sections on MCPL website needs more contents.
– Submit publication (this week!)
● We welcome any application-specific experts who might be 
interested in extending the list of MCPL-aware applications from the 
current (G4+MCNP+McStas). Get in touch if you are interested!
Summary and outlook
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Additional material
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Meta-data in MCPL header
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Reference: C-code for extracting subset of 
particles from one MCPL file into a new one
